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Abstract  
Quantitative phase microscopy (QPM) is a label-free technique that enables to monitor morphological changes at 
subcellular level. The performance of the QPM system in terms of spatial sensitivity and resolution depends on the 
coherence properties of the light source and the numerical aperture (NA) of objective lenses. Here, we propose high 
space-bandwidth QPM using partially spatially coherent optical coherence microscopy (PSC-OCM) assisted with deep 
neural network. The PSC source synthesized to improve the spatial sensitivity of the reconstructed phase map from 
the interferometric images. Further, compatible generative adversarial network (GAN) is used and trained with paired 
low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution (HR) datasets acquired from PSC-OCM system. The training of the network 
is performed on two different types of samples i.e. mostly homogenous human red blood cells (RBC) and on highly 
heterogenous macrophages. The performance is evaluated by predicting the HR images from the datasets captured 
with low NA lens and compared with the actual HR phase images. An improvement of 9× in space-bandwidth product 
is demonstrated for both RBC and macrophages datasets. We believe that the PSC-OCM+GAN approach would be 
applicable in single-shot label free tissue imaging, disease classification and other high-resolution tomography 
applications by utilizing the longitudinal spatial coherence properties of the light source. 
1. Introduction  
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is an emerging label-free technique to visualize sub-micron changes in various cells 
and tissues. QPI measures the path length shift associated to specimen which contain the information about both 
refractive index and local thickness of the structure [1]. The most common approach to extract the path length shift 
i.e. phase information of the sample is based on the principle of holography[2]. In holography, object information is 
encoded in the form of spatially modulated signal due to the interference between reference and sample field which 
can be extracted using different reconstruction algorithm. Since it was first introduced two decades ago[2], QPI has 
been developed gradually (both experimentally and computationally) to improve the acquisition speed, space-
bandwidth product (SBP), spatial and temporal phase sensitivity [3-7]. For example, Fourier ptychography microscopy 
(FPM) has been shown to improve the SBP in QPI but required number of measurements to achieve high resolution 
image from low numerical aperture (NA) lens [5]. Recently, deep learning (DL) based FPM is proposed to avoid the 
need of number of measurements and required less frame to achieve higher resolution[8].  
On the other hand, common path coherent QPI techniques such as in-line holography [9], diffraction phase microscopy 
(DPM) [3], QPI-unit (QPIU) [10] and lateral shearing interferometric microscopy [11] are used to improve the 
temporal stability of the phase microscopy system. These techniques have been also integrated with deep learning to 
improve the space-bandwidth, automated classification of human red blood cells (RBC), spermatozoa, anthrax spores 
and among others [12-15]. However, the reconstruction algorithm associated with aforementioned techniques suffers 
with pixel limited resolution[9], twin image problem[10, 11] and poor spatial phase sensitivity[16] thus cannot offer 
the fine structural information over the large field of view (FOV) of the specimens. Off-axis incoherent QPI i.e. using 
broadband source such as halogen lamp and LED can be used to overcome aforementioned problems but required 
multiple frame to extract the phase information due to poor temporal coherence [17-19].  
Moreover, the partially spatially coherent (PSC) source has been used to bridge the single-shot, high spatial phase 
sensitivity gap between coherent and incoherent phase imaging techniques. The longitudinal spatial coherence 
properties of the PSC source has been utilized in the previous studies for various applications such as surface 
profilometry[20, 21], full-field optical coherence tomography (FF-OCT) [22, 23], holography [24], spatial coherence 
tomography [25], and others [4, 26]. Additionally, the longitudinal spatial coherence properties of the PSC source can 
be utilized for high resolution sectioning in FF-OCT [22]. Despite so many applications, the spatial resolution and the 
outcome of the aforementioned techniques is limited with the NA of the microscopic objective lens and hence cannot 
offer single shot large FOV imaging of the specimens. Therefore, a technique which can offer fast, accurate and large 
FOV imaging with PSC source would be more applicable in noise free topography and tomography applications of 
industrial and biological specimens.  
Here, we propose a PSC-optical coherence microscopy (OCM) assisted with deep neural network (DNN) to achieve 
both high resolution and spatial phase sensitivity in diverse biological cells. The PSC source is synthesized by passing 
the direct laser through rotating diffuser and multi-multimode fiber bundle (MMFB). The output of the MMFB act as 
a temporally coherent and spatially incoherent source which coupled at input port of Linnik type interferometer. The 
interferometric images are acquired with both low and high NA lenses to further extract phase map of the object. The 
low-resolution phase map transformed into high resolution in a single feedforward step using generative adversarial 
network (GAN). The network first trained and optimized to convert low resolution images into high resolution images 
using large training datasets. After sufficient training, the performance of the network is demonstrated on two 
biological cells i.e. human RBC and macrophages. The generated images of both RBC and macrophages are further 
compared with the ground truth (high resolution image) to evaluate the performance of the network. 
2. Material and methods 
2.1. Experimental details 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of partially spatially coherent optical coherence microscopy (PSC-OCM) system. The PSC source synthesized by 
introducing spatial and temporal diversity in the path of laser beam to reduce the spatial coherence and thus average out speckle pattern in the final 
image. The spatial and temporal diversity generated by using rotating diffuser and multi-multimode fiber bundle (MMFB). The interference pattern 
shows the significant improvement in the spatial phase sensitivity of the system. MO: Microscopic objective lens; L: Lens.  
Figure 1 depicts the schematic diagram of PSC-OCM system. A PSC source is synthesized by passing a 
monochromatic light source through a microscopic objective lens (MO1) and a rotating diffuser. A rotating diffuser 
scattered the input photons into multiple direction which further focused by a lens L1. The focused light coupled at 
the input port of multi-multimode fiber bundle (MMFB). The rotating diffuser and MMFB is used to generate spatial 
and temporal diversity in the path of laser beam. It has been shown previously that the effect of spatial, temporal and 
angular diversity can be used to significantly reduce the speckle pattern of the coherent light source [27]. In other 
words, average the incoming photons by performing spatial and temporal diversity reduce the spatial coherence of the 
light source and further improve the quality of final image. The output of MMFB coupled into Linnik type 
interferometer. At the input port of interferometer, a PSC light beam is first collimated and then focused into back 
focal plane of MO2 (reference arm) and MO3 (sample arm). The focused light passes through the objective lens to 
illuminate the sample. The back reflected light in the sample arm contain the sample information and interfere with 
the reference beam at beam splitter plane. The interference signal further collimated and projected into camera plane 
using tube lens L4. The reference beam can be approximated by a plane wave and is tilted to generate the high fringe 
density at the camera plane. The intensity distribution at the camera plane can be written mathematically: 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑐𝑜𝑠/2𝜋𝑖(𝑓!𝑥 + 𝑓"𝑦) + f	(𝑥, 𝑦)5																																																	(1)	a(x, y) and b(x, y) are the background (DC) and the modulation terms, respectively. Spatially varying phase f	(x, y) 
contains information about the specimen and f#, f$ are the spatial carrier frequencies of interferogram. The intensity 
modulation expressed as: 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑒𝑥𝑝/2𝜋𝑖>𝑓!𝑥 + 𝑓"𝑦?5 + 𝑐∗(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑒𝑥𝑝/−2𝜋𝑖(𝑓!𝑥 + 𝑓"𝑦)5																								(2) 
where 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦))																																																																											(3) 
The Fourier transform[28] of Eq. 2 can be written as:  𝐹𝐼>𝜉! , 𝜉"? = 𝐹𝑎>𝜉! , 𝜉"? + 𝐹𝑐>𝜉! − 𝑓! , 𝜉" − 𝑓"? + 𝐹𝑐∗>𝜉! + 𝑓! , 𝜉" + 𝑓"?																																							(4)	
The term Fa>ξ#, ξ$? represents the background (DC) term at the origin in the Fourier plane and Fc>ξ# − f#, ξ$ − f$? 
corresponds to +1 order term contains information about the object at	(+f#, +f$)	 position. Similarly, Fc∗>ξ# + f#, ξ$ + f$? is –1 order at position (−f#, −f$) carry complex conjugate information. After applying Fourier 
filtering of zero and – 1 order terms, Eq. 4 reduced into the following: 𝐹𝐼>𝜉! , 𝜉"? = 𝐹𝑐>𝜉! − 𝑓! , 𝜉" − 𝑓"?																																																																														(5) 
The filtered spectrum shifted at the origin and then inverse Fourier transformed to retrieve the complex signal	c(x, y), 
subsequently the wrapped phase map from the following expression: 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛&' M𝐼𝑚>𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)?𝑅𝑒>𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)?P																																																																																(6)	
where Im and Re are the imaginary and real part of the complex signal. The reconstructed wrapped phase map lies 
between –π to +π. The unwrapping of the phase map is done by using transport of intensity (TIE) equations[29]. It 
is found that TIE unwrapping is faster and perform better for thicker sample as compare to the other unwrapping 
algorithm[30]. In TIE bases phase unwrapping, first a complex field is created with constant amplitude and 
phase	𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦), given by 𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦; 0) = exp(𝑖𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦))																																																																																	(7)	
The field 𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦; 0) propagated to closely spaced plane to obtain the longitudinal intensity derivative, Mathematically 𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦;±𝑧) = 𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦; 0) ∗ 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦;±𝑧)																																																																								(8) 
The Eq. (8) shows the convolution between complex field and impulse response for free-space propagation (first 
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution) where 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧) represents the impulse response and can be expressed as: 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧) = 	 𝑒)*+2𝜋𝑅 `−𝑖𝑘 +	 1𝑅b 𝑧𝑅																																																																														(9) 
The impulse response can be correlate with the angular spectrum transfer function for free space propagation using 
following expression: 𝑆>𝑓! , 𝑓"; 𝑧? = 𝐹[𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧)] = exp g𝑖𝑧h𝑘, − 4𝜋,(𝑓!, + 𝑓!,)i																																																	(10) 
The longitudinal intensity derivative can be estimate using central difference relation: 𝜕𝐼𝜕𝑧 = 	 |𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦; Δ𝑧)|, −	|𝑐((𝑥, 𝑦;−Δ𝑧)|,2Δz 																																																															(11) 
Finally, applying inverse Laplacian transform, the unwrapped phase can be shown as 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧) = 	−𝑘𝐼 ∇!,"&, `𝜕𝐼𝜕𝑧b																																																																														(12)	 
The Eq. (12) shows the unwrapped phase and since implemented using the FFT algorithm, the timing performance is 
better than any other method. The interferogram and the spatial phase sensitivity of the PSC-OCM system can be seen 
in Fig 1. Spatial noise presents in the system can be characterize by measuring the spatial phase sensitivity of the 
system. It is calculated by capturing an interferometric image on top of a flat mirror of surface flatness 𝜆/10. Ideally 
the reconstructed phase map should be zero, but it was found ±20 mrad due to the spatial noise in the system. 
2.2. Workflow of the framework: sample preparation, data acquisition and image preprocessing 
The workflow of the proposed PSC-OCM+DNN framework for predicting high resolution phase image is shown in 
Fig. 2. The workflow is divided into three parts i.e. data acquisition, image registration for training of the network and 
finally the prediction of high resolution from low resolution image. To prepare the sample, macrophages cell lines 
(RAW 264.7) is used in present experiments and cell culture was carried out at UiT-The Arctic University of Norway. 
Cell lines cultured in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2 (at 37 °C) with glutamine containing RPMI-
1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin). To perform 
the experiment, cells were seeded in PDMS chambers located on reflecting silicon slides. The RBC samples are 
prepared by mixing with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solutions and centrifuged for 10-15 min to isolate the RBCs 
from other components. Isolated RBC sample was pipetted into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chamber which was 
prepared on top of the reflecting silicon slides. 
In data acquisition process, the raw interferograms of RBC sample is acquired using the PSC-OCM system by 
employing two microscopic objectives (MO1: 10X, 0.25 NA and MO2: 50X, 0.75 NA). The macrophages datasets are 
acquired by using 20X, 0.40 NA and 60X 1.20 NA objective lens. Table 1 shows the detail comparison of the SBP 
while acquiring data using both low NA and high NA objective lens. The low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution 
(HR) interferometric images are reconstructed using Fourier transform (FT) algorithm and TIE unwrapping as shown 
in experimental details. The LR image of RBC datasets supports approximately 25X larger field-of-view (FOV) as 
compared to the HR image but with approximately 1/3rd lateral resolution supported by the HR image. For 
macrophages datasets, the LR images are approximately 9X FOV and 1/3rd resolution compared to the HR image. 
Interestingly, higher depth of field of low NA lens help to preserve finer feature which might be out of focus due to 
high NA objective lens. To precise match LR with HR image, LR image was cropped roughly as per the approximate 
matching area to that of HR counterpart. The LR image was then bicubically up-sampled 5X times in both X and Y 
directions for RBC and 3X times for macrophages to match the pixel size of HR image. The HR and up-sampled LR 
image were finely registered by using normalized cross-correlation based image registration algorithm. 
The cross-correlation function correlates the spatial patterns and rectifies the shifts and rotational misalignments 
between the images. The cross-correlation in spatial domain is given by the equation: 
𝛾(𝑢, 𝑣) = 	 ∑ /𝐻𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) −	𝐻𝑅vvvv.,/5[𝐿𝑅(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣) − 𝐿𝑅]vvvvv!,"x∑ /𝐻𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) −	𝐻𝑅vvvv.,/5,!," ∑ [𝐿𝑅(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣) − 𝐿𝑅vvvv],!," 																																							(13) 
where	𝛾(𝑢, 𝑣) represents the correlation coefficient, 𝐻𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) (512 x 512 pixel) and 𝐿𝑅(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣) corresponds to 
high-resolution and up-sampled low-resolution image, respectively. The registered pair of LR and HR image further 
split into training and testing set. Standard data augmentation process is used in each pair of images i.e. rotated by 01 
rad followed by random flipping and random jittering. The paired augmented dataset finally used to train the network. 
After training the network, the LR image of size 512 x 512 pixel is given as an input to the trained generator model 
and corresponding HR image is instantly obtained as an output in a single step. The network was programmed in 
Python (version 3.7.0) and implemented using TensorFlow (version 2.0) and Keras (version 2.2.0) library functions 
on google Colab platform. The Google hardware used for training and testing consisted of two 12GB NVIDIA Tesla 
K80 GPUs, an Intel Xeon CPU @ 2.20GHz and 13 GB of RAM. More details of the network are shown in the next 
section 2.3. 
 
Figure 2: Workflow to achieve high-space bandwidth phase imaging in partially spatially coherent optical coherence microscopy (PSC-OCM) using 
generative adversarial network: (a) Reconstructed phase images using optical coherence microscopy interferograms acquired by MO 10X, 0.25 NA 
and 50X, 0.75 NA respectively (b) Training workflow of generative adversarial network (c) HR image with high FOV using trained generator. 
Table 1: The data acquisition details in RBC, macrophages datasets and the enhancement in space-bandwidth product in the PSC-DHM+DNN 
framework is shown here.  
10X
0.25 NA 50X
0.75 NA
Generator
Discriminator Loss Calculation
Update model (feedback)
Apply 
Gradients
Fake
Real
LR image
HR image
Generated 
image
Image registration
Trained 
Generator
m × n iterationsLR Image divided 
into m × n grid
LR Input
Generated 
HR output
(b)(a)
(c)
Data acquisition Training of GAN under process
HR image using trained generator
 SBP in RBC images SBP in Macrophages images 
Low resolution dataset 𝑆𝐵𝑃$%× = 	 )*+!"×%.-.×/$   0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴$%× , 𝑁𝐴$%× = 0.259 
𝑆𝐵𝑃-%× = 	 )*+$"×%.-.×/$	  0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴-%× , 𝑁𝐴-%× = 0.409 
High resolution dataset 𝑆𝐵𝑃.%× = 	 )*+%"×%.-.×/$	  0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴.%× , 𝑁𝐴.%× = 0.759 
𝑆𝐵𝑃<%× = 	 )*+&"×%.-.×/$	  0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴<%× , 𝑁𝐴<%× = 1.29 
Proposed PSC-OCM + 
DNN framework 
𝑆𝐵𝑃>?@A*@BCDEE =	 )*+!"×%.-.×/$ = 9	 ×	𝑆𝐵𝑃$%×   0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴.%×9 
𝑆𝐵𝑃>?@A*@BCDEE =	 )*+$"×%.-.×/$ = 	9	 ×	𝑆𝐵𝑃-%×   0𝛿 =	 𝜆2 ×	𝑁𝐴<%×9 
2.3 Deep neural network architecture: 
The HR phase images are predicted from the LR datasets by using generative-adversarial network (GAN). GAN is a 
type of DNN consists of two building blocks, generator and discriminator as shown in Fig. 3. Throughout the training, 
the generator (G) learns the best mapping from LR image and random noise vector to HR image. The discriminator 
(D) is trained to outperform the generator by distinguishing between the mapped image by the generator and the 
corresponding ground truth (HR image). Initially, the LR image is given as an input to the untrained generator model. 
The generated image G(LR) and the ground truth (HR) is then fed into the discriminator. The calculated losses based 
on the outputs of generator and discriminator are given as a feedback for fine-tuning as shown in Fig. 2(b).  
The generator architecture as shown in Fig. 3 is a modified U-net architecture. The network is initialized with a 
downsampling block (DB) that consists of convolutional layer, batchnorm layer for regularization and leaky rectified 
linear unit (LReLU). The convolutional layer increases the number of channels to 64, uses the filters with size 4×4 
with stride 2. After each DB, the output size reduces by a factor of two in both lateral dimensions. Similarly, other 
convolutional blocks were serially added to maximize the number of channels. Further, a series of up-sampling blocks 
(UB) was used in the network in a reverse manner to reduce the number of channels and maintain the original size. 
Each upsampling block contains transposed convolutional layer followed by batchnorm, dropout and ReLU activation. 
At the input of each UB, the output from preceding UB is concatenated with the output of DB at the same level (see 
Fig. 3. A convolutional layer in the end matches the size of the label by reducing the number of output channels. 
The discriminator is a PatchGAN architecture[31],  consists of sequential layers of five downsampling blocks, two 
zero padding layers followed by a final convolutional layer with a sigmoid function. Every 70x70 portion of the input 
image is classified by a 30x30 patch of the output. It represents the probability of the input being either real or fake 
and is used in calculating the loss functions for both, generator and discriminator separately. 
The discriminator loss (𝑙2)34) and the generator loss (𝑙567) is calculated using sigmoid cross entropy as a function of 
discriminator outputs, 𝐷(𝐻𝑅) and 𝐷>𝐺(𝐿𝑅)?. The discriminator and generator loss function are defined by equations 
(14) and (15) respectively. 𝑙2)34 =	−(log𝐷(𝐻𝑅) + (log(1 − 𝐷>𝐺(𝐿𝑅)?))																																																																(14) 𝑙567 =	−>log𝐷>𝐺(𝐿𝑅)??																																																																																		(15) 
The total generator loss (𝑙8(89:_567) is the composite function of sigmoid cross entropy - a function of 𝐷>𝐺(𝐿𝑅)? and 
mean absolute error (MAE) between real image and the generated image. The MAE is used as L1 loss that regularizes 
the generator model to predict images that are a plausible translation of the ground truth. 𝑀𝐴𝐸 =	 |𝐻𝑅 − 𝐺(𝐿𝑅)|																																																																																				(16) 𝑙8(89:_567 =	−>log𝐷>𝐺(𝐿𝑅)? + 	𝛼	|𝐻𝑅 − 𝐺(𝐿𝑅)|?																																																															(17) 
After calculating the losses, the trainable parameters were updated using an adaptive moment estimation (Adam) 
optimizer with a learning rate 2×10-4 for both generator and discriminator networks. The hyperparameter 𝛼 was set to 
100 after optimizing with multiple trials. The random normal initializer was used to initiate the convolution layers in 
first downsampling and upsampling blocks. The truncated normal distribution was used to initialize weights while 
zero initializer was adopted for the network bias terms. The RBC and macrophages training datasets contained 2355 
and 2279 images while the testing datasets had 505 and 210 images respectively, each of size 512×512 pixels. A batch 
size of 1, input image size 512×512 and the buffer size of 500 were used during the training of the network. The model 
was trained for 50 epochs separately for RBC and macrophages datasets which took ~11 hrs for each training loop. 
The GAN losses and MAE were logged into the tensorboard for epoch optimization. The diminishing trend of MAE 
can be observed in Fig. 3. Hence the scaled L1 loss or MAE is added to 𝑙567 to calculate 𝑙8(89:_567	before applying the 
gradients. As the MAE decreases with epochs (see Fig. 3) it is evident that the matching between generated images 
and the ground truth has improved. 
 
Figure 3: Architecture of generative adversarial network to generate high resolution phase image: Structure of generator and discriminator of the 
network. The mean absolute error (MAE) decreases with number of epochs indicates the matching between generated phase images and the high 
resolution i.e. ground truth phase image. 
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3. Results and discussion 
The results first show the comparison of reconstructed phase from the experimental datasets and the phase prediction 
for RBC and macrophages cell lines from the network. In addition, the framework is scalable for two different datasets 
where two different resolution are achieved. To predict HR images from the LR phase, we first optimize and train the 
network for RBC datasets and without any hyperparameter tuning it was trained separately to generate HR 
macrophages phase images. Further, unseen images provided to the trained network and compared against the ground 
truth. Specifically, Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the LR, HR (ground truth) and the predicted images of the RBC 
and macrophages. Since LR image is captured with low NA lens therefore, high frequency components are missing 
in the network input image. In other words, less number of “k-vectors” of spatial frequencies are captured by the low 
NA lens. Additionally, line profile along the dashed line shows that donut shapes are not visible in LR image (Fig 4a). 
The line profile along the same pixel are shown for both HR image and predicted image. The HR phase map and 
performance of the neural network output can be seen from Fig. 4 (b) and (c). The line profile of both images shows 
the variation of phase map along the same pixels. Phase map at the membrane of the RBC varies between 1-2.5 rad 
for the HR image and matching approximately with the network predicted phase. The sphericity and shape of different 
RBC can be estimated from the network output. 
 
Figure 4: High-resolution phase estimation for human red blood cell (RBC) and macrophages from PSC-OCM+DNN framework. (a) The low 
resolution (LR) and (b) high resolution (HR) phase reconstructed from the experimental setup. The LR image taken as an input and (c) predicted 
HR by the network. Similar comparison (d) LR, (e) HR and (f) predicted phase of macrophages datasets is shown here. The line profile along the 
same pixel for both datasets shows the comparison of predicted phase map with the input image and ground truth. The LR and HR datasets of RBC 
is acquired by 10X, 0.25 NA and 50X, 0.75 NA respectively. For macrophages, the LR images acquired by 20X, 0.45 NA and HR images using 
60X, 1.2 NA objective lens. Color bar shows phase map in radian. 
Similarly, the comparison between LR, HR and predicted phase is shown for macrophages dataset in Fig. 4(d-f). The 
macrophages are more complex structure than the RBC, thus critically estimating the robustness of our framework. 
Unlike the RBC datasets, the macrophages are heterogenous with its shape and size varies largely in the spatial 
dimension. The phase value of macrophages varies from 2 rad to 10 rad with different cell structures hence more 
robust training is required to predict the HR datasets. The line profile of the HR and predicted macrophages can be 
seen in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We observe that phase value of the whole structure including nucleus and membrane of the 
macrophages was correctly predicted by the network output. However, some mismatch found in the predicted images, 
which can be occurred and difficult to avoid in practice, because of the experimental imperfections such as 
illumination, spatially varying aberration due to optical components, sample preparations and phase unwrapping 
artifacts. The comparison and losses in the spatial frequency between the network output and ground truth images are 
shown by measuring structured similarity index (SSIM) [32] and spatial frequency spectrum. 
 
Figure 5: Multiple ROI phase prediction for human RBC datasets. (a, b): The full-FOV of 10X and reconstructed phase map are shown here. The 
small ROI 1 and 2 zoom-in and compare with the ground truth (high resolution phase) and network output (predicted phase). The broadening in 
spatial frequency spectrum in the predicted phase of ROI 1 and ROI 2 shows performance of framework to achieving higher frequency component. 
(i, j) represents the structured similarity index (SSIM) between ground truth and predicted phase of ROI 1 and 2, respectively. SSIM quantify the 
differences between network output and ground truth image[32]. SSIM index for ROI 1 and ROI 2 is found to be 0.96 and 0.97, respectively. 
In Fig. 5, we present the comparison of full field of view (FOV) and predicted phase for RBC datasets. The 
interferogram and reconstructed phase map for 10X NA is shown in Fig. 5 (a, b). Since FT based phase reconstruction 
algorithm does not utilize the full resolution of the system, therefore less information is visible in the whole FOV 
phase image. We show the performance of our architecture to produce HR images for multiple ROI in Fig. 5. The ROI 
1 and 2 are upsampled (Fig. 5 (c1) and (f1)) up to same pixel size as HR image and compared with the ground truth 
and predicted phase map. The predicted phase map of ROI 1 (Fig. 5 (e1)) and ROI 2 (Fig. 5 (h1)) shows notable 
resolution enhancement in the LR image and matched approximately with the ground truth i.e., Fig. 5 (d1) and (g1). 
Further, resolution enhancement in the predicted image is shown by spatial frequency analysis. Figure 5 (c2-e2) and 
(f2-h2) shows the spatial frequency spectrum for LR, HR and predicted images for ROI 1 and 2, respectively. The 
broadening in spatial frequency (log scale) spectrum is another indication of the performance of the network to achieve 
higher frequency components. The spatial frequency spectrum of the predicted images is matching closer to the ground 
truth image. The difference in structural information and spatial frequency can be quantified by measuring SSIM index 
[32]. Fig. 5 (i) and (j) depicts the SSIM between ground truth and predicted phase of ROI 1 and 2, respectively. The 
SSIM index varies between -1 and 1 where 1 can achieve if predicted and ground truth images are identical to each 
other. In our case, the SSIM index for ROI 1 and ROI 2 is found to be 0.96 and 0.97, respectively. These values show 
high similarity between ground truth and network output images for the RBC datasets. However, the effect of optical 
components, illumination and phase related artifacts cannot be neglected and hence affect the network prediction and 
the spatial frequency spectrum of the predicted images. 
Figure 6 shows multiple ROI comparison between network generated and ground truth phase map for macrophages 
datasets. The bright field, interferogram and reconstructed phase map for 20X NA is depicted in Fig. 6 (a-c). Similar 
to the RBC datasets, the performance of the network generated phase map for two different ROI are compared with 
the ground truth phase images. The predicted phase image compares with the network input and the ground truth both 
in spatial and frequency domain. The broadening in spatial frequency spectrum in the predicted phase of ROI 1 and 
frequency spectrum along 𝑓! in network output for ROI 2 shows performance of framework to achieving higher 
frequency component. The SSIM index for ROI 1 and ROI 2 is found to be 0.79 and 0.87, respectively. The SSIM 
index of ROI 1 is found less and can be understood by seeing the phase unwrapping artefact in the ground truth image 
and no artefact observed in the predicted image. Additionally, the mismatch between HR and predicted images can be 
seen at the edges of the cells since it consists the high frequency components of the specimens. Nevertheless, the 
predicted images show approximate matching between ground truth and predicted phase images for macrophages 
datasets. 
 
Figure 6: Multiple ROI phase prediction for macrophages using PSC-OCM+DNN framework. (a-c): The full-FOV of 20X, experimentally recorded 
interferogram and reconstructed phase map. (d1-f1), (g1-f1): The small ROI 1 and 2 zoom-in and compare with the ground truth (high resolution 
phase) and network output (predicted phase). (d2-f2), (g2-f2): The network output compared by measuring spatial frequency spectrum. The 
broadening in spatial frequency spectrum in the predicted phase of ROI 1 and frequency spectrum along 𝑓! in network output for ROI 2 shows 
performance of framework to achieving higher frequency component. (j, k): The difference in structural information is compared with calculating 
structural similarity index for ROI 1 and 2, respectively. SSIM index for ROI 1 and ROI 2 is found to be 0.79 and 0.87, respectively. Phase 
unwrapping artefact in the ground truth image results poor value of SSIM for ROI 1. 
However, careful examination must be required to interpret the high-resolution phase prediction of PSC-OCM+DNN 
framework. For instance, although the LR and HR phase images are mapped and resolution enhancement is clearly 
visible, the fine information of the cells (both macrophages and RBC) are slightly mismatched. Further, other artefacts 
due to source illumination, spatial phase sensitivity, temporal phase sensitivity and phase reconstruction algorithm 
cannot be completely avoidable. Since the spatial phase sensitivity of the PSC-OCM system is ±20 mrad thus any 
phase information equal or smaller than ±20 mrad likely represents the artefact. Also, temporal phase sensitivity 
represents the temporal stability the system thus any displacement even in the nanometer range might create the 
mismatch between HR and predicted phase map. The additional complications can be caused by the phase unwrapping 
algorithm. For example, Goldstein et al.[33] and minimum Lp norm method [34] generate streaky artefacts in the 
unwrapped phase image especially in case of thick sample such as macrophages. However, the artefacts are less in 
TIE based unwrapping which does not require any prefiltering and perform faster than the other methods. Though the 
artefacts cannot be completely neglected and therefore create problem in the matching between the predicted and 
ground truth image. Furthermore, the sample preparations and sub-pixel matching of upsampled LR and HR increases 
the challenges to predict HR phase image. Nonetheless, the proposed framework produced promising HR phase map 
and will be useful for incoherent phase imaging technique and other label-free imaging technique where averaging 
the speckle pattern can improve the resolution thus offer artefact free imaging.  
4. Conclusion 
We have presented a partially spatially coherent gated optical coherence microscopy (PSC-OCM) system assisted 
with generative adversarial network (GAN) for high SBP imaging of different biological specimens. The PSC system 
was synthesized by introducing the spatial and temporal diversity in the path of direct monochromatic laser source. 
Spatial and temporal diversity are introduced to reduce the spatial coherence of the laser source and thus for speckle 
free imaging purpose. The speckle free interferometric images are acquired and further reconstructed by FT and TIE 
algorithm to extract the phase map of the human RBC and macrophages cells lines. Further, the reconstructed low-
resolution phase map is used to train and optimize the GAN architecture. The trained network is used to produce the 
high-resolution phase map of the specimen. The performance of the network was demonstrated on both human RBC 
and macrophages cell lines. The GAN predicted phase image further compared with the ground truth in both spatial 
and Fourier domain. The SSIM index value shows good matching between ground truth and predicted phase images. 
It is shown that the framework offers label free, single-shot platform for high-resolution imaging of the specimens, 
without any further requirement of optimization and hyperparameter tuning.  
           Our proposed high spatially sensitive, high-resolution phase imaging framework that can support large FOV 
will find usage in applications that require imaging over large areas such as whole tissue slide imaging, neuronal 
movements [35]. Moreover, the proposed method will also be useful in applications that require high-speed imaging, 
such as QPI of sperms cells [36], and QPI of trapped RBC [37, 38]. The current approach can further be used in 
longitudinal spatial coherence (LSC) gated full-field optical coherence tomography (FF-OCT) system for high 
resolution tomography of the biological specimens by utilizing LSC properties of the source. Additionally, the 
proposed approach will also find application in material sciences, for example for profilometry of devices, optical 
waveguides, silicon circuits, etc benefitting of imaging over larger areas with improved resolution and sensitivity. 
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